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ABSTRACT 

The paper seeks to put light on the impacts and the resultant benefits of the recognition of Ajanta-Ellora as a 

site of world heritage by UNESCO. This is the first of its kind in tourism segment in world legacy and went for 

arranging and preparing administration suppliers at vacationer locales who are generally considered as 

annoyance by voyagers and organizers alike yet are key piece of world legacy tourism situation. Alongside the 

improvement of foundation in Aurangabad there is a need to indulge little necessities of sightseers which are 

met by mushrooming vendors whose support of visitors leave much to fancy.  
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PRESENTATION 

The smaller scale financing sub tasks went for arranging, preparing, and financing this low salary section. 

Ladies business visionaries will be given inclination and suitable NGOs had been recognized to preparing, 

dispense and screen the miniaturized scale credit subsidizing credit and recuperation. The recipients included 

of the plan are little eatery proprietors, tea shops, booths, guides, picture takers, peddlers, natural product 

sellers and taxi administrators. This would make them more respectable and in addition build their 

entrepreneurial aptitudes and capacities. The credit measure of the will be channelized through country banks.  

 

THE IMPACT OF CULTURAL HERITAGE TOURISM  
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ECONOMIC EFFECTS  

The quantity of vacationers going by the Ajanta hollow has been consistently expanding throughout the most 

recent years as can be found in the tables underneath: 

 

Table 1: Numbers of Visitors of Ajanta Caves 2008 to 2011 (The ministry of tourism 2011, 2012) 

Year 2008 2009 2010 2011 

World 

heritagen No. 

290062 346018 389572 412473 

Foreign No. 29365 22964 28192 28576 

 

Afforestation exercises made a sum of 1.6 million man days worth of work. Since pretty nearly 70% of the 

persons utilized in the exercises were ladies, the task added to change of the societal position of ladies, 

together with making vocation opportunities, and in this way may be considered to have added to the 

vitalization of the nearby economy.  

 

Aurangabad has a selective set up of smaller than usual markets and paths committed to offering old specialty. 

The regions close Panchakki, Ajanta – Ellora, Paithan, Daulatabad and the Aurangabad city have their own 

particular shops, which offer selective forte things. Aurangabad has seen the flourishing of some retail, 

government possessed secretly held outlets that offer a mixed bag of provincial crafted works, garments, 

adornments, nourishment and so forth. This has tremendously added to nearby occupation era. The 

advertising of Ajanta as a shopping destination is likewise a driving element that made clients come to 

purchase locale particular items like Himroo shawls, gems and so on. A best illustration is 'Paithani Saree' which 

is carefully assembled and known not began at Paithan which is a 30 minutes drive from Aurangabad.  

 

Because of the augmentation of the runway and change of the take-off and landing framework at Aurangabad 

Airport, an extensive increment is perceived subsequent to the fruition of development in 1998 in the quantity 

of air terminal clients, the quantity of flights arriving and departure thereof. 

 

Table 2: Number of Aurangabad Airport Users 

 1990 1998–99 2000–01 2002–03 2004–05 2005–06 

Total domestic 

travelers (arriving + 

departing) (persons) 

65,681 92,693 104,872 104,912 133,199 137,388 
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As to inn industry, when an examination was made of salary and benefit information in 1998 (before the 

undertaking execution) and 2005 (after task finish) got in a lodging industry overview (TATA Consulting 

Services) (of 17 inns) in the Aurangabad area, it was found that pay and benefit ascended by 11% and 10%, 

individually. Also, when a correlation was made of the quantity of lodging workers (counting administrative 

and non-administrative positions) in the same area in 2000 (before venture finishing) and 2005 (after task 

consummation), it was found that the quantity of administrative positions expanded by 63%, and the quantity 

of non-administrative positions expanded by 67%. At the point when an examination was made of information 

for 2000 and 2005 concerning the normal pay rates of lodging representatives, it was found that the normal 

compensation of administrative positions expanded 87% and that of non-administrative positions expanded 

78%. Since the rate of expansion in the quantity of representatives is not exactly the rate of expansion in the 

normal pay rates, normal pay rates are perceived as having expanded generally speaking.  

 

Besides, in the fulfillment study concerning this undertaking of shop(78 shops) proprietors in the task region 

and encompassing area who are a portion of the principle recipients, a normal of more than 70% of reactions 

were "somewhat enhanced" or "extraordinarily enhanced" for every segment, as demonstrated on Table 3. 

Along these lines, a positive assessment result was seen by and large. 

 

Table 3: Results of Phase I Satisfaction Survey Sub-component 

Results of Phase I Satisfaction Survey 

Sub-component 

Greatly 

improved 
Improved 

Slightly 

improved 

No 

change 
Worse 

Roads  8% 63% 12% 17% 0% 

Water supply  2% 22% 48% 28% 0% 

Public transportation  2% 37% 48% 11% 1% 

Guide signs/road signs  7% 33% 41% 17% 2% 

Airport facilities  4% 34% 40% 20% 2% 

Electric power condition  7% 23% 46% 22% 2% 

Paths for events  6% 15% 54% 25% 0% 

Media  7% 50% 25% 17% 1% 

 

An evaluation of tourism's commitment to financial improvement in host districts requires an investigation of 

the retrogressive and forward linkages in the middle of tourism and different areas, a comprehension of the 

spatial area of tourism exercises and distinguishing proof of the recipients of its monetary and different 

effects. This implies if tourism is to have a noteworthy impact on the economy of a nation or a specific district, 

it ought to have solid linkages with whatever remains of the residential economy. Tourism can, accordingly, be 
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an impetus for national and provincial advancement, bringing work, trade profit, equalization of installments 

focal points and essential framework improvements profiting local people and guests alike. (Glasson et al., 

1995)  

 

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS  

Tourism contains the seeds it’s could call its own demolition; tourism can slaughter tourism, devastating the 

extremely natural attractions which guests go to an area to encounter. Most tourism improvement places 

extra weight on the natural assets whereupon it is based, trading off the future prospects of the nearby 

populace and, to be sure, the desires of visitors themselves (Carter, 1991). Glasson et al. states that tourism is, 

by its extremely nature, a specialists of progress. A portion of the effects of progress may be controlled, 

managed or coordinated. In the event that legitimately oversaw, tourism has the capability of being a 

renewable industry, where asset honesty is kept up or even improved. In the event that fumbled, or permitted 

to extend inside of transient objectives and destinations, it has the ability of wrecking the very assets 

whereupon it is constructed.  

 

With the goal of enhancing the encompassing common habitat, it was at first wanted to direct 500 ha of 

afforestation and establishment of 37.55 km of border wall in the Ajanta locale. In addition, access way change 

from Ajanta neglect perspective point to the Ajanta hole was additionally actualized. These extra yields were 

successful for enhancing the region around the site, and specifically, since this entrance way would add to 

change of the stream of guests from this time forward.  

 

Afforestation is adding to the upkeep and protection of the environments encompassing the memorable 

locales and to support of the geography by restraining soil disintegration and avalanches in the region around 

the destinations. A portion of the afforested territories by this undertaking were in areas not obvious from the 

notable destinations thus had no immediate impact in enhancing the view of the locales; in any case, other 

afforested zones did add to the change and support of the landscape along the methodology ways to the 

memorable destinations.  

 

With the points of memorable site protection and in addition enhancing administrations for expanding 

travelers, it was wanted to buy eco-accommodating transports (electric transports) for both notable locales. In 

the starting arrangement, there were 30 transports for the Ajanta memorable site and 3 transports for the 

Ellora noteworthy site, however in the ex-post assessment, it turned out to be clear that this had been 

incompletely changed. At the Ajanta notable site, low-contamination diesel transports had been bought set up 

of the 10 electric transports and were in operation. In spite of the fact that the transports are called "low 
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contamination," yet the diesel transports make a higher ecological weight than do battery-worked electric 

vehicles, thus it is difficult to assess the fittingness of this adjustment as far as the distinction it makes in the 

natural weight. The transport framework added to decreasing decay and corruption of the notable 

destinations and the earth. Exceptionally powerful measures were taken for fulfilling both the legacy site 

insurance and the tourism advancement. 

 

The development of the vacationer complex at the T-intersection has been effective in evacuating the riotous 

buzzing about brought on by the trinket shops, stopping autos, and forceful merchants. It was likewise done 

to keep up a domain befitting of an internationally important social legacy site. This can be recognized for 

having accomplished this objective.  

 

The effect of guests inside the cavern likewise expanded carbon dioxide focus. This highlighted the 

requirement for controlling the quantity of guests inside the holes at once. Additionally no crisis clearing 

arrangement has been readied till date.  

 

Keeping in view the high convergence of guests and delicate state of the caverns, Maharashtra Tourism 

Development Corporation (MTDC), in August 2012, started a venture to make a copy of these holes with the 

guide of remote advances and monetary help from JICA.  

 

SOCIO-SOCIAL EFFECTS  

A vast group is pulled yearly by the Ajanta Ellora celebration, in the past known as Ellora celebration, which 

sees a great deal of national, state, nearby and universal inclusion. It is one of the most ideal approaches to 

mull over the advertising blend included in advancing the site as a vacation spot. Nearby understudies from 

establishments like lodging foundations, tourism courses and so forth are welcome to join the coordinators 

and designated different assignments to be a piece of this super occasion. It has been one of the drivers of 

tourism has been the Ajanta – Ellora celebration that was begun as a social occasion by the powers. Some 

surely understood World heritagen artistes perform social occasions on this event. Of all the 4 P's the most 

utilized, essential and commendable were the legacy place itself, individuals included, items/administrations 

offered and the streamlined procedures in making Ajanta to best the explorer's rundown.  

 

Lighting framework in the Ajanta cavern (ordinary and optical fiber lighting frameworks): Optical fiber lighting 

diminishes brilliant warmth and ultra-violet beams, which break down the wall paintings. It likewise empowers 

various paintings to be interested in people in general in a sheltered way and is a profoundly compelling 

measure for fulfilling both legacy site security and tourism advancement.  
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MTDC has arranged flyers, handouts, and limited time features to furnish guests with data on the diagram, 

worth, and significance of the noteworthy destinations, which offer general data to a certain degree. They are 

readied in English, French, German, and Japanese, and in addition Hindi and Marathi.  

 

Social value advocates for the decency and equivalent access to assets by all the client bunches. The point is to 

guarantee value in the dispersion of expenses, advantages, choice making and administration. This 

presumption is accepted to have the capability of destroying neediness on the poor groups.  

 

CONCLUSION  

Tourism ought to convey advantages to host groups and give an essential means and inspiration for them to 

tend to and keep up their legacy and social practices. The inclusion and co-operation of nearby and/or 

indigenous group agents, moderates, tourism administrators, property proprietors, approach producers, those 

planning national advancement arranges and site directors is important to accomplish a reasonable tourism 

industry and improve the security of legacy assets for future eras (ICOMOS 1999).  

 

MTDC an endeavor of Maharashtra state imagined the Ajanta – Ellora Conservation and tourism improvement 

extend and arranged in 1991 an all-inclusive strategy from Tata Consultancy Services, on the premise of which 

the Government of World legacy asked for the Government of Japan to consider award of budgetary help for 

the task. The Government of Japan got the arrangement surveyed from the Overseas Economic Co-operation 

Fund (OECF) now Japan Bank for International Cooperation (JBIC) and offered credit help for the execution of 

the end-all strategy as stage –I of the undertaking.  

 

The second period of the Ajanta - Ellora Conservation and tourism advancement task is for the first period of 

Ajanta – Ellora legacy circuit up degree plan won thankfulness from Japanese government as well as UNESCO. 

The second stage visualized taking forward the protection and an improvement plan started in the first stage.  

 

Monetary effects is a noteworthy issue of social legacy tourism of Ajanta on society of Aurangabad by change 

of airplane terminal, enlarging of street to lessen time, venture's exercises and livelihood in shop, eatery, 

lodging, transportation area et cetera. Ecological effects are through Afforestation, establishment of wall, 

operation of eco-accommodating transports to lessen contamination, the development of the vacationer 

complex at the T-intersection and so on. Socio-social effects are, for example, celebration and trading social 

custom specifically or in a roundabout way in the middle of guest and host individuals and one another by 

flyers, pamphlets, and promotional tasks. 
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